Introduction
We present a construction of the algebraic closure due to Joyal Joy75] . We use the notion of entailment relation CC00, Sco74] to get a simple description of the various Boolean algebras involved.
Spectrum of a ring
All rings here are commutative with unit. The rst step is to describe in a point-free way the spectrum of a ring A: We de ne a notion of zero to be a map z : A ! D such that z(0) = 1; z(1) = 0; z(x)z(y) z(x + y); z(xy) = z(x) _ z(y): The intuition is that we describe when an element is 0 modulo a \generic" prime ideal of A. The universal notion of zero on A is a point-free description z : A ! D(A) of the Zariski spectrum of A. D(A) can be described explicitely by the following result CC00]: we let X`Y where X; Y are nite subsets of A, to mean that the multiplicative monoid generared by Y meets the ideal generated by X: Theorem 1.1`is an entailment relation on A: It is the least entailment relation on A such that: 0
x`xy x; y`x + y 1x y`x; y The boolean algebra generated by B(A) can be similarly described with an entailment relation: we have no two kind of atomic statements a and a for a 2 A and, for instance a; b; c`d; e is de ned to be a; b; e`c; d:
Intuitively a may be read as a = 0 while a may be read as a 6 = 0, this modulo a prime ideal.
Thus the picture is that to any ring A we associate a boolean algebra A ! B ( In each case the corresponding morphism f has a left adjoint 9 f (this is a kind of elimination of quanti ers).
Furthermore in the rst case we have 9 f (1) = 1. In term of points, this means that the map f is open and in the rst case, open surjective.
We state rst explicitely two facts that are crucial here Lemma 2.1 Let X be a nite subset of A: For n > 0 X; a n x n + : : : + a 0`c ; a n in A x] i X`c; a n in A: Similarly, for any n X`a n x n + : : : + a 0 ; c; a n in A x] i X`c; a n in A:
Proof. Both arguments reduce to purely elementary algebraic manipulation. For both arguments, reasoning modulo the ideal generated by X we can suppose X = ;:
For the rst, we suppose that we have a relation of the form a p n c q = (a n x n + : : : For the second assertion, we suppose that we have a relation (a n x n + : : : + a 0 ) p c q a r n = 0 by looking at the coe cient of x np we nd a p+r n c q = 0 which implies`c; a n in A:
If p(x) = a n x n + : : : + a 0 we say that a n is the leading coe cient of p(x) and n is the (formal) degree d(p(x)) of p(x). We notice then that any such conjunction can be written further as a disjunction of statements of the form u^p 1 (x) = 0^: : :^p n (x) = 0^q(x) 6 = 0 where u is a conjunction of statements of the form a = 0 or a 6 = 0, for a 2 A; containing at least all assertions that the leading coe cients of p i ; q are 6 = 0:
There are then two cases. The rst case is n = 0: 9x u^q(x) 6 = 0] is u by the lemma 2.1.
In general we see that 9x a n x n + : : : + a 0 6 = 0] is a n 6 = 0 _ : : : _ a 0 6 = 0: We reduce the case n > 0 to the case n = 1 by dividing successively p i (x) by one of smallest degree, and we have to de ne 9x u 0^p (x) = 0^q(x) 6 = 0] where u 0 is a conjunction of terms containing u, and contains also the assertions that the leading coe cient of p(x) is 6 = 0: We can then suppose p(x) prime with q(x), otherwise, using lemma 2.2, we can replace p(x) by a polynomial with a smaller degree. But then 9x u 0^p (x) = 0^q(x) 6 = 0]
can be de ned as 9x u 0^p (x) = 0] By the lemma 2.1 this is u 0 if p(x) is of the form a n x n + : : : + a 0 with n > 0 and 0 if p(x) is of the form a 0 .
